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Size matters…
Projects with a focus on a particular region

- **Africa**: PACT 2 successor programme and Cotton-to-clothing Regional Strategies

- **Mainly Africa**: Enhancing sector export competitiveness, Netherlands Trust Fund (NTF II) successor programme

- **Arab region**: Enhancing Arab Capacity to Trade (EnACT) successor programmes

New projects and programmes under preparation

- *Regional export strategy development*
- *Central America*
- *ASEAN and SAARC*
Projects with a focus on a particular country

- Côte d’Ivoire - PACIR – on-going, potential for complementary projects

New projects under preparation

- EIF projects in numerous LDCs
- Country-specific projects in all regions
Cross-cutting programmes – focus on inclusiveness and sustainability

• Women and Trade Programme

• Poor Communities and Trade – The Ethical Fashion Initiative

• Trade and Environment Programme

New programmes under preparation

*Young Exporters’ Programme*
Cross-cutting programmes – trade promotion and export development

- Market analysis tools and capacity building
- Trade for sustainable development
- NTM programme
- TSI benchmarking
- Supply chain management programme

New programmes under preparation

- Building Services Exports Excellence
- Branding